
AGRISCIENCE FAIR FORMAT - MAINE FFA STATE CONVENTION 

Participants use national template to prepare their report for state competition. At State 
Convention, each student will set-up a table-top display from their project, distribute to judges 
copies of their report, give an 3-5 minute overview of their project to judges and answer up to 5 
minutes of questions by judges. 

Participants will present as either individuals or as teams and will be scored in the same manner 
(either as individuals or, in the case of a team, as one team). 

Participants should be attired in either FFA official dress or other neat attire. 

Prior to the competition, but the due date of the Convention registration, participants each 
submit their agriscience fair papers. 

Prior to the competition, judges score these papers using the first part of the event scoring sheet 
(“Prequalifying Scoresheet).  This rubric associated with this scoring sheet explains scoring 
criteria.  Total possible points are out of 100.  For any papers received after the due date, 
deduct 10 points from this score.   

Judges may ask unique clarifying questions of the participants and otherwise will ask each 
participant same set of overall questions. 

After each presentation and judge questions, judges will complete a “Convention Scoresheet” 
for each individual/team.  The Convention Rubric shows the criteria to determine the score for 
each element.  Total possible points are 120. 

NOTE:  Once judges have completed their scoring, the individual/team’s pre-qualifying score is 
to count toward 25% of their total event score, while their Convention score is to count for the 
remaining 75%.  To derive the final event score for each individual/team, multiply the pre-
qualifying score by two (to achieve up to 200 points) and multiply the Convention score by five 
(to achieve up to 600 points).  This will lead to a total maximum event score of up to 800 
points. 

 

 

 

 


